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Three approaches to estimating the SSH
signature of the IW continuum
• Garrett-Munk (GM; Munk, 1981) IW spectrum extended to
surface using vertical mode eigenfunctions (RMS)
• Mooring observations of upper-ocean T and S in IW frequency
band converted to surface pressure using low-vertical-mode
eigenfunctions (JTF)
• Array of mooring observations of horizontal current in IW
frequency band converted to surface pressure using linear
dynamics (JC)

Garrett-Munk IW spectrum extended to surface using
vertical mode eigenfunctions (RMS)
1. Compute vertical modes for exponential/constant N2(z), in WKB approximation
2. Impose GM spectrum at specific depths.
3. Compute surface pressure spectrum using hydrostatic dispersion relation with WKB
vertical-mode phase speeds
4. Convert isotropic, radial-wavenumber GM spectrum to 1-d “along-track” wavenumber
5. NB: An amplification factor (α 1) enters from the modal structure; a 200-m
vertical average is introduced to avoid singularities at the nodal (zero vertical
displacement) points
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Mooring observations in IW frequency band extended to
surface using low-vertical-mode eigenfunctions (JTF)
1. Compute low vertical modes for observed N2(z)
2. Integrate mooring (SPURS, near 24.5°N, 38°W) specific
volume anomaly obtain surface dynamic height relative
to 400 m; convert to SSH assuming that the lowest
4 modes contribute equally (e.g., 25% in mode 1)
3. Compare with high-resolution (2-km) numerical model

Note (JTF): The SPURS
mooring is probably the
most densely instrumented
fixed-depth sensor
mooring ever deployed in
the deep ocean. There
were 40 temperature
measurements in the
upper 400 m and 33
salinity measurements.

Mooring observations in IW frequency band extended to
surface using low-vertical-mode eigenfunctions (JTF)
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The model wavenumber spectrum is not isotropic

all mooring pairs, although somewhat less so than in the inertial peak, suggesting
somewhat smaller spatial scales for the tidal flow. This is consistent with the
internal tide being dominated by the first baroclinic mode, which has a spatial
scale of about 140 km.
In the internal-wave continuum, the flow starts to be uncorrelated also
between the moorings that are separated by order 1 km. This suggests that
flow at these frequencies has spatial scales of this order. At frequencies higher
than !/2⇡ = 10 4 s 1 , the flow is entirely uncorrelated across all mooring pairs,
suggesting even smaller spatial scales.

Array of mooring observations of horizontal current in IW
frequency band converted to surface pressure using
linear dynamics
(JC)
2.3.2 Inferred pressure gradients

Pressure gradients are inferred from the velocity observations using (2), allowing

1. Group pairs of nine moorings from array (OMOSIS,
near
16°W)
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the computation
of the48°N,
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3. Fit model spectral form for velocity (KE), velocity differences, “geostrophic velocity,” and
7
“geostrophic velocity” differences to observed 50-m spectra, as functions
of separation
distance; spectral form is obtained from GM by adjusting vertical-mode parameter j*
4. Evaluate resulting SSH spectrum by converting pressure to hydrostatic SSH
Note (JC): OSMOSIS array is a
unique opportunity to assess
simultaneously the time and space
scales within the range of scales
relevant for SWOT.
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Figure 1: Nine clusters of mooring pairs, grouped by distances. The black dots
represent the moorings, the colored lines identify mooring pairs. Each panel
shows a di↵erent cluster of mooring pairs.
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Figure 2: Distribution
of kinetic energy and pressure
variance across
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and
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for
the
OSMOSIS
data.
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Figure 3: GM predictions for di↵erent assumptions about the distribution of
variance across baroclinic modes—or, equivalently, across horizontal scales. Shown
are the predictions for K(!) (black, left) and Kg (!) (black, right) and for L(r, !)
(orange, left) and Lg (r, !) (orange, right) for the available mooring separations r
listed in Fig. 2 (the magnitude generally decreases with decreasing r). Three
cases are shown: H(j) = 1 for j = 1 and zero otherwise (top), the GM H(j)
with j⇤ = 3 (middle), and the GM H(j) with j⇤ = 10 (bottom).

for the separations r given in the legend. (b) Geostrophic kinetic-energy spectrum
Kg (!) (black jagged line) and di↵erence spectra Lg (r, !). Also shown are the
GM predictions of K(!), Kg (!) (black smooth line), and L(r, !), Lg (r, !) for
the observed separations r (orange lines, r decreases downward). The Coriolis,
M2 tidal, and M4 tidal frequencies are marked with black vertical lines.

Array of mooring observations of horizontal current in IW
frequency band converted to surface pressure using
linear dynamics (JC)
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Figure 4: Sea surface height variance spectra for the OSMOSIS region. Shown
are the currently available AltiKa data with a noise floor around 102 cm2 /cpkm
(red), the SWOT science requirement (green), the predictions for the internalwave continuum from GM with three di↵erent assumptions about H(j) (orange),
and the conversion from Kg (!) using a mode-1 assumption that is reasonable
for the tidal peak only (blue). Also shown are the wavenumbers corresponding
to the mode-1 M2 tide, the mode-2 M2 tide, and the mode-1 M4 tide (black
vertical lines).

Note (JC): Mode-1 conversion is probably a good assumption only for the internal tide.

Array of mooring observations of horizontal current in IW
frequency band converted to surface pressure using
linear dynamics (JC)
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Figure 5: Sea surface height variance spectra for the SPURS region. Shown are
the currently available AltiKa data with a noise floor around 102 cm2/cpkm
(red), the SWOT science requirement (green), and the conversion from Kg(!)
using a mode-1 assumption that is reasonable for the tidal peak only (blue). Also
shown are the wavenumbers corresponding to the mode-1 K1 tide, the mode-1
M2 tide, the mode-2 M2 tide, and the mode-1 M4 tide (black vertical lines). An
additional estimate obtained from mooring observations using a conversion from
dynamic height courtesy of T. Farrar is also shown (purple).

Conclusions
• It is plausible that the SSH signature of the IW continuum
will be above the SWOT detection limits at some places and
at some times.
• It appears unlikely and probably implausible that the SSH
signature of the IW continuum will be above the SWOT
detection limits at most places and at most times.
• Considerable uncertainty remains regarding the SSH
signature of the IW continuum. There is difficulty extending
the GM framework to the surface; estimates from mooring
observations are indirect and rely on assumptions regarding
vertical structure or dynamics; and numerical ocean
circulation models likely do not yet properly simulate the IW
continuum because of limits on resolution and
representation of generation, interaction, and decay
processes.

